
 Topic-Anyone can use a mobile phone to answer both work and personal calls at any time of a 

day, or even seven days a week. Does this have more negative or positive effects on both 

individuals and society? 

With the development of increasingly advanced technologies developing, it is possible for 

individuals to have communicateion via smart phones whenever and wherever they are. Some 

people believe it this brings more benefitscial., hHowever, from my point of view, it promotes 

negative effects on both individuals and society. 

Although mobiles, handset provide convenience and boosts opportunities of conversation 

through it, relentless telephone calls decreases humans' life quality of life in several aspects. 

Every Each person cannot obtain enough private time to restore his energy from exhaustionfrom 

a long and recover his mindclear his or her mind from stress as thoseif calls keep interrupting his 

peaceful mood and enforcing his or her brain to continue working at night. Furthermore, being 

annoyed by those phone calls from time to timeat all hours hinders concentration and can lead to 

more mistakes in one’s work and personal life., people could not concentrate on their tasks in the 

daytime so that they tend to make mistakes easily.  That This is the reason that doctors are 

banned to from takinge calls during surgery because such the consequences may cost patients' 

lifecould be dire. 

To For society, frequent communication by phone may promote productivity as people could can 

share information and, ideas twenty four hours a day. Nevertheless, face to face meeting in real 

life plays a crucial role in people's daily lifecommunication because humans could can bond with 

each other through a series of experiences that they work together such as watching movies 

together, participating in the same sports games and so on. Moreover, society members of 

society may feel increasinglye trend of being isolated and idealistic because they would rather 

phone others than practice and experience in reality, which is a necessary source for of human 

interactionto obtain wisdom.  

In conclusion, since privacy is an essential need for citizens,  and human society could would 

operate better by reaching the a balance between a fast pace and sustainable development. 

People should set limit their time on making calls and respect other's personal space. 
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